
MHUG Bamboo Wrap  
Pocket wrap cross carry  

The next best warm, inviting hug after 
mum and dad’s. 

Lightweight and breathable, 230g/m² 
thread, for excellent support and 
weight distribution.  

The fabric is 100% bamboo viscose, 
with OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 
certification class I. 

  How to prepare the wrap: 

Take the wrap and find its centre (marked with product label) (.1) Drape ¾ of it (.2) and wrap it around 
your waist (.3). Cross the band over behind your back (.4) gripping only the part that is draped (.5).

Bring the strips to the front (.6) open them up and trace back along the hem to check that the wrap 
has not become badly twisted behind your back (.7). Put both pieces onto your shoulders (.8) and 
drape one side over each shoulder (.9 and .10).
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How to “wear” your child: 

Take both pieces (.11) and feed them through the waistband (.12 and .13). Cross them over (.14) 
and then bring them behind your back (.15). 

Move the baby into the middle and guide him downwards into a sitting position where the band 
crosses (.21). Open out one of the pieces between the baby's knees (popliteal fossa) and raise it, as far 
as his head,  in this way turning it into a support band (.22). Do the same with the other side (.23 & .
24). Bring the horizontal part of the wrap over his legs (.25), without forcing them.  

Tie a double knot at the height of your kidneys (.16). Put your palms together inside where the strips 
cross, then widen and lower the fabric to create a space for your child (.17).  Now take the baby in your 
arms in a foetal position, putting his head (supported well by you) onto your shoulder (.18), and guide 
one of the crossed pieces of the band so that your child's left leg goes through it (.19). Do the same 
thing on the other side (.20). It does not matter which leg you start with, but it is important to "work" 
on the band and avoid straining the child's limbs.  
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Last check and…you’re ready for a nice walk! 

Raise the horizontal band up to the child's neck, to give further support  to his head (.26) and cover his 
feet with the bottom part to enclose your child more (.27). Pull the outer part of the band away from 
your neck and fold it as you would a sleeve (.28). For your back's benefit, remember to stretch the 
wrap well (.29).  

Finally, check that the baby is high enough (kissing height) 
and that the wrap is tight enough. If not (some elasticated 
bands tend to yield), go back to point .13, pulling the wrap 
tightly and securing it again with a double knot.   

DO NOT 
It is important the fabric is not twisted where the wrap 
has been tied but well spread out, both on his back and 
shoulders.  

WARNING!:  
BEFORE USE READ CAREFULLY THE SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

PROVIDED WITH THE PRODUCT 


